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Abstract

Four hardware simulation models implementing the FASTBUS protocol are
described. The models are written in the VHDL hardware description language to
obtain portability, i.e. without relations to any specific simulator. They include two
complete FASTBUS devices, a full-duplex segment interconnect and ancillary logic
for the segment. In addition, master and slave models using a high level interface to
describe FASTBUS operations, are presented. With these models different
configurations of FASTBUS systems can be evaluated and the FASTBUS
transactions of new devices can be verified.
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Introduction

FASTBUS is a backplane bus designed to serve modular, high performance
data acquisition systems. The FASTBUS specifications [1] were derived from
requirements of high energy physics experiments. It is also in this field it has found
its main applications. A FASTBUS system consists of several segments (crates)
operating independently but that can be linked together for data transfers. The
specifications were expressed in an implementation-independent way to make it
possible to take advantage of technological advancements. Both asynchronous
communication, with handshake, and synchronous communication, without
handshaking, can be used. This is to facilitate communication between modules with
different bus transfer capabilities while also allowing block transfers at maximum
speed between matching modules. Today most implementations in use are based on
ECL technology, which permits transfer rates in excess of 40 Mbytes/s.

A FASTBUS system can be configured in many different ways, of which some
must be carefully investigated in order to reach optimal performance. By using
simulation models that implement the FASTBUS protocol, different configurations
can be tested before any hardware is assembled. New modules that must be developed
to fulfil the overall system requirements can be identified and specified. When
developing new modules the same simulation models can be used to generate test
sequences to verify the new FASTBUS implementations. In this report simulation
models that implements the major parts of the FASTBUS protocol will be presented.

All models are written in VHDL [2], which today is the most widely accepted
hardware description language. The fact that most digital simulators have a VHDL
interface guarantees the portability of the models.

FASTBUS operations

In a FASTBUS system four basic types of devices are used: masters, slaves,
segments and segment interconnects. In all operations a master communicates with
one or several slaves, using segments and, in some cases, segment interconnects. A
FASTBUS operation is initiated by a master. If the master has not already control of
the bus, it must gain control in an arbitration process. In FASTBUS all masters are
given priorities, so that the arbitration procedure can give the master with the highest
priority control over the bus. Once this happens it will keep the control over the bus
until it decides to release it.

Since FASTBUS uses a 32 bit multiplexed bus for both address and data,
accessing a slave will occur in a two step procedure. The primary address cycle,
which is used to connect a master to a slave (or slaves, see below), is started by the
master presenting the slave's address on the bus and asserting the Address Sync (AS)
signal. A slave recognising its address will respond by asserting the Address
Acknowledge (AK) signal. While the AS/AK signals are asserted they provide an
uninterruptable bus lock, forcing all other devices to ignore the activity on the bus. In
principle any protocol can be used by devices taking pan in an AS/AK lock but to
facilitate the construction of standard modules, FASTBUS defines protocols for all
normal operations. These operations include single data transfers, block transfers,
with or without handshaking, and secondary addressing. In FASTBUS a single 32 bit
address space is used for the whole system, which implies that less than 32 bits are
available for addressing within a module. However, once a module is selected in a
primary address cycle, it is possible to use a second address cycle to obtain a full 32
bit internal address space in each module. Secondary addressing can also be used to



select different registers in an attached slave without the need for further primary
address cycles. Within an AS/AK lock any number of operations, of any type, can be
performed.

The segment contains both the physical wires needed for the commuiv nation and
some logic, called the Ancillary logic (ANC). A segment can be either a crate, where
modules can be inserted, or a cable with connectors for modules. Cable segments are
usually used to link crates in multi-crate systems. The main task of the ancillary logic
is to manage the arbitration procedure, but it also handles geographical addressing
and system handshaking during broadcast operations (see below). Segments can be
seen as independent units in the overall system linked together with special devices,
called segment interconnects. A master can reach a slave on another segment through
a segment interconnect FASTBUS supports both geographical addressing, where
each device is given an address depending on its position in a segment, and logical
addressing. Since a common address space is used for the whole system, a master
does not have to know the location of the slave when using logical addressing. Each
segment interconnect keeps two tables of addresses that it should pass on, one for
each direction. As soon as it recognises an address on one of the segments that it is
connected to, it asserts this address on the other segment There it may be recognised
by another segment interconnect and passed to yet another segment. There is, in
principle, no limitation on the number of segments that can be involved in reaching a
slave. The only difference seen from the master when accessing devices on other
segments is the increased access times. Through the use of segment interconnects
systems with different topologies, like tree, star and ring can be built

In a primary address cycle a master can, apart from connecting to a single slave,
also simultaneously access groups of slaves using a broadcast mode. Broadcast
operations can involve standard data transfers but there are also some special
operations defined, like the sparse data scan.

In order to allow for standard configuration and control of devices, each device has
a special control and status register (CSR) space, separate from the normal data space.
In the primary address cycle the data space to access is selected. If CSR space is
chosen, secondary addressing must be used to address a specific register, i.e. in this
case the primary address cycle is only used to select a module.

Apan from the four basic devices specified in the FASTBUS standard, a device
called cluster interconnect is sometimes used. This device, which is not specified in
the standard, allows several segments to be connected to form a cluster. A cluster can
be seen as an extended segment. The cluster interconnect is a simple, and therefore
cheap, device that in principle combines the signals from several segments to form a
larger unit. A single ancillary logic unit is used for all segments in the cluster and
only one master is allowed to be active at a time in the cluster. The only logic in the
cluster interconnect is decoding logic for the base address of each segment as well as
logic to recognise some broadcast operations.

Simulation models

To allow for simulations of complete FASTBUS systems, as well as individual
modules, four VHDL simulation models corresponding to the four basic devices of
FASTBUS were developed. Two of them, the ancillary logic (segment) and the
segment interconnect, are complete models that can be used independently. The other
two, the master and slave models, implement a versatile, high level interface to the
FASTBUS protocol. With these models FASTBUS operations can be initiated and
responded to, either by directly controlling the high level interface from the simulator,
or by writing high level VHDL models that use the basic models to implement the
details of the FASTBUS protocol.



The Master model

The model of a FASTBUS roaster has two interfaces, to FASTBUS signals and to
the high level interface signals, see fig. 1.
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Figure 1. a) FASTBUS Master simulation model, b) FASTBUS master symbol

The high level interface uses four signals. Address and data are integer valued
signals that map directly onto the multiplexed address/data bus of FASTBUS. The
busctrl signal is used to initiate commands on the bus. This signal is an enumerated
type that accepts commands from the table below. Finally, the bus status signal
reports the current activities of the model, which can be used to ensure that the
initiated commands have been accepted and properly executed by the model. The
bus_status signal is also an enumerated type that can have any of the encircled values
shown in the protocol graph in fig. 2.

Commands accepted by the master model:

Values of bus Ctrl signal Comments

read data, readcsr,
write_data, writejcsr

start be data, start be csr

endbc

ack

idle

Data transfer commands to
either data space or csr space.

Start broadcast operations to
either data space or csr space.

End of the broadcast operation.

Acknowledge End-Of-Transfer
(EOT) messages from the
model.

Informs the model that the bus
can be released.

A command can either be directed to a single slave, in which case the operation is
started by any of the data transfer commands above, or it can be directed to several
slaves in a broadcast command. A broadcast operation is initiated by the start_bc
command, which connects the master to all selected slaves. There are several ways to
select the group of slaves that will be reached in a broadcast operation. This model
uses the address input to specify the broadcast mode, in the same way as the master
uses the address lines on the segment to inform the slaves of the broadcast operation.
After the start be command, any number of data transfer commands can follow. The
broadcast mode will continue until an endbc command is sent, informing the model
that the broadcast operation is completed7When a data transfer command has been
fully executed on the bus, the model responds with an EOT value on bus status and
the ack command is used to acknowledge EOT messages. After a dala transfer
command, or a broadcast operation, have been completed either a new FASTBUS
operation is initiated, in which case the model will continue to hold the bus, or an idle
command is given to inform the model that no more commands will be issued for the
moment and the bus can be released.



A graphical presentation of the high level protocol is shown in fig. 2. Encircled
values indicate responses from the model on the bus status signal. Nonnal text next
to arrows indicate external actions on the busjctrl signal while text in italic indicate
intemal actions that influences the response from the model.
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Figure 2. High level protocol for the FASTBUS master model

Apart from the basic protocol described above, an error mechanism has also been
included. An error response can be caused either by improper use of the high level
protocol, or by a FASTBUS error condition, like a timeout. An error value on the
bus_stotus signal must be acknowledged by an ack value on the bus Ctrl signal so
that the model can return to a state where it accepts new commands.

The master model is implemented as three parallel VHDL processes. The main
process is a state machine that handles all data transfers and the corresponding actions
at both the FASTBUS segment and at the high level interface. When an operation is
initiated and the model is not in control of the bus, it requests an arbitration cycle
from a separate arbitration process. The third process finally, implements a timer that
is started each time certain operations are started, as specified in the standard. For
instance, if in the primary address cycle no response is received within the timeout
period, the operation is aborted and an error is reported.

According to the standard, a master not in control of the bus should act as a slave
and it should be possible to access its internal registers through nonnal FASTBUS
operations. In this model however, the only way to control intemal parameters is by
the use of VHDL generics, or in some cases constants. For a list of other
discrepancies between this model and the FASTBUS standard, see the appendix.

The Slave model

The slave model, shown in fig. 3, has the same high level interface as the master,
with some natural differences. Now the bus.ctrl signal is driven by the model and the
bus.starus signal must be supplied from outside. There are also some differences in
the protocol. To a slave there is no real difference between a broadcast operation and
a normal operation, therefore the start J>c and end_bc commands are not applicable.
Instead a new command, check data, is added l o signal that a sparse data scan
command has been issued in the" current broadcast operation. In response to the
check data command a status of either data avail or no data is used. With these
differences the protocol graph in fig. 2 applies to the slave model as well.

The slave model is implemented as a single process, containing a state machine,
that handles all actions. The model can be controlled in some ways by changing its
internal registers. It can be enabled/disabled, assigned to broadcast classes and the



logic address can be set. There are other functionalities defined by the standard that
are not implemented, a list of such features can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 3. a) FASTBUS Slave simulation model, b) FASTBUS slave symbol

The Ancillary logic (segment)

This simulation model contains the ancillary logic, that is part of the segment. It
has three main tasks: arbitration control, geographic address control and broadcast
handshaking. These tasks are implemented as three processes. In addition, die model
has a register containing the base address of the segment The base address is used to
implement geographical addressing over several segments. When geographically
addressing a device on another segment, the base address of that segment is combined
with the geographic address within that segment. This register is accessed through
geographic addressing to address 255, as the standard requires. A fourth process is
therefore needed, containing the parts of a slave necessary to implement this register.

The Segment Interconnect

The segment interconnect is used to connect two segments, allowing for
communications from either of the connected segments, to the other. Thus, it has two
FASTBUS pom. When two segments are linked in an operation, the segment
interconnect works as a slave on the source segment and as a master on the
destination segment. This model implements a full duplex, non-transforming segment
interconnect. Non-transforming means that addresses are passed from one segment to
the other as is, except when the address to be passed is the base address of the far-side
segment, in which case part of the address is set to 0 to allow for geographical and
broadcast addressing.
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Figure 4. a) FASTBUS Segment Interconnect simulation model, b) FASTBUS segment interconnect
symbol.

The segment interconnect (SI) model, shown in fig. 4, is the most complex of the
four models presented in this paper. The model can be seen as two separate, but
equivalent, parts, each of them taking care of the communication in one direction



through the SI. Each of these parts works as a combination of the master and slave
models presented above. The high level protocol is , however, not present anywhere
in the code. Rather, the master and slave models have been merged to form a single
state machine. A separate arbitration process is still used by each part to handle the
arbitration procedure necessary to take control of die destination segment Each part
has some registers that can be accessed from die respective ports. The most important
of these registers is the routing table, containing the addresses that should be passed
by the SI. There is one routing table for each direction (part) through the SI. Each
direction can also be disabled and enabled independently. Finally, the arbitration
levels used on the source and destination segments can be set These last two registers
is the only connection between the two pans, the source-side arbitration level register
in one part is identical to the destination-side arbitration level in the other part and
vice versa.

Schematic symbols

A common way to describe the configurations of different FASTBUS systems is to
draw diagrams that define die topology of the system, using die standard FASTBUS
symbols (see fig. 5). It should in principle be possible to use such diagrams as a
graphical interface to define the system interconnectivity. Therefore, schematic
symbols have been made, one for each model, with a similar appearance as the
standard FASTBUS symbols. Using these symbols it is easy to describe a FASTBUS
system graphically, in a schematic editor, and the description can directly be
simulated. A special component, where the bus signals are grouped according to
functionality, has also been made to simplify monitoring of the bus activities.
However, it should be noted that, since there is no way to describe graphical symbols
in VHDL, these symbols are described in a non-portable way, using the CAD system
available to the author (Mentor Graphics Idea Station).

Figure S. An example of a FASTBUS configuration.

Future developments

Although the models presented in this paper can be used to simulate many
aspects of a FASTBUS system, there are several possibilities for future developments
that would enhance their usefulness. Since VHDL does not define a standard logic
type, most simulators come with a predefined logic type for which the simulator is
optimised. The use of such types limits the portability. The models presented here
were written using the logic type provided by Mentor Graphics with their System-
1076 environment. With the Std_logic_l 164 package that is now provided by IEEE
[3], this problem could be overcome. Rewriting the models with these signal types
would ease the transfer to other platforms.

The most important features are included in the present models, however, some of
the non implemented features may be useful in certain configurations. One such
feature is block transfers of data. Also, the high level protocol could be improved, e.g.
to include commands for controlling the behaviour of the models. New models that
complement the current models, such as the cluster interconnect, can be added.



Although the cluster interconnect is not part of the standard, it is used in many
configurations and could therefore be of interest. A model could also be made that
reads commands from a file and translates them into signals driving the master model
described above. With such a model a FASTBUS system could be tested without the
need to write any high level models implementing the different modules to be used.
By letting the format of the command files understood by this model conform with
the standard FASTBUS software routines [4], initialisation programs could be
developed already in the simulated system.

Another interesting possibility would be to develop models implementing other
bus protocols, like VME or Futurebus, with similar high level interfaces as the models
described here. With such a set of models the influence of the chosen bus architecture
on the overall system performance could be studied at an early stage in the design of a
new system.

Conclusions

Four simulation models implementing the FASTBUS protocol have been
developed. These models can be used to evaluate different configurations of a
FASTBUS system. Another application area is to verify the FASTBUS
implementation of modules being developed. Test sequences can easily be generated
using simple commands, a task which is otherwise both difficult and error prone.

This work will be continued and the plans for the near future include rewriting the
models to use the standard logic package now available, which would increase the
portability. Some of the non implemented features will also be added.
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Appendix

The FASTBUS standard defines mandatory and optional features for FASTBUS
devices. The models presented in this paper do not fully implement all of these
features. In this appendix the main features not yet implemented in each of the models
are listed

Features not implemented in the Master model

No internal registers accessible from FASTBUS.

Slave mode (high level protocol is one-way).

Block transfers.

FASTBUS reset

Parity.

Interrupts,

Long timers.

Features not implemented in the Slave model

Only csr #0,3 and 7. In csr #0 only the disable/enable function is implemented.

Block transfers

Only broadcast cases 1 - 4

FASTBUS reset.

Parity.

Interrupts.

Features not implemented in the Segment Interconnect model

Only csr #0,1,8,40 and 41. In csr #0 only the disable/enable function is
implemented.

Block transfers.

FASTBUS reset

Parity.

FASTBUS simulation models in VHDL Appendix 1


